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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to help countries better manage their revenue mobilization efforts. Aimed at supporting guided and sustained tax reform  



1. Broad consensus on level of revenue 
mobilization effort
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• Broad consensus on medium-term revenue goals
• Government-led effort –whole-of-government approach
• Society’s expectations on public services –expenditure needs 

and SDGs agenda –social and economic development vision 
• Inclusive –multiple stakeholders and community 

representatives
• Ideally reflected in medium term budget and formal 

documents –notably an MTRS document
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1. Broad consensus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An MTRS will facilitate the attainment of a certain level of revenue in the longer term—with revenue goals determined by the government based on considerations of growth and development, macro stability, and feasibility given the country’s circumstances (including political circumstances). But an MTRS must be designed taking account of distributional considerations in the overall budget —and spending matters greatly here, of course—and micro-economic efficiency. When thinking about tax capacity for inclusive growth, it is crucial to consider needed spending on priority items like public infrastructure, health and education. In this way, the MTRS links closely to the Sustainable Development Goals, and their financing. Links to medium term fiscal framework and country’s longer term development plansSpending agencies have great ideas on how to spend, but they should be better informed of and involved in the revenue implications of their decisionsInvolvement of civil society and businesses – looking beyond the state-led players creates credibility How do we incentivize the private sector to join the revenue reform agenda as a development agent? Need to reshape the relationship between the public and private sectorsMTRS can be an important tool to develop citizen driven tax development 



2. Comprehensive tax system reform plan
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• Reform of the tax system
• Prioritize reforms
• Carefully sequenced overhaul of tax system

– Redesigning tax policy settings
– Reforming the revenue agencies
– Strengthening the legal framework

• Countries may be able to build an MTRS on the basis of their 
current reform efforts. 
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2. Comprehensive tax system reform plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to be able to point to successes and the reform rolls outDoes not preclude short term measures – if high quality and consistent with overall visions for fundamental improvementSequencing is key – interdependencies need to be identified at the outset 



• How efficient, equitable and effective is the current tax policy 
framework in meeting revenue needs? How should be 
adjusted?

• Detailed diagnosis of:
– policy design features (e.g. neutrality versus bias) 
– tax mix (e.g. consumption, labor, capital, natural resources)
– economic and social impact (e.g. on growth and equity)

• Design a multi-year high level road map of tax policy options
• Consistent with medium term fiscal and expenditure 

framework
• Quality and quantity considerations 
• Stakeholder engagement 
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A. Redesigning tax policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When medium term tax revenue needs have been established, the next task is determining: (a) how efficient, equitable and effective the current tax policy framework is in meeting the revenue needs; and (b) how it should be adjusted. This includes:Detailed diagnosis of the policy design features (e.g. neutrality versus bias), tax mix (e.g. consumption, labor, capital, natural resources), and economic and social impact (e.g. on growth and equity).A multi-year high level road map of tax policy options.The revenue road map needs to be consistent with the medium term fiscal and expenditure framework. Changes in external circumstances, goals and political developments require regular revisions and updates of the tax policy road map.It is not just how much revenue is raised, but how it is raised that matters. Raising the level of revenues may not always be the primary objective. The quality of the tax policy framework is important to avoid compromising growth, fairness and creating perverse incentives (e.g. for harassing taxpayers and aggressive tax planning). In adjusting the policy settings consideration needs to be given to the capacity of taxpayers, the profile of the business environment, and the capacity of the revenue agencies to implement the policy choices and manage the tax system.The process for determining tax policy features a range of stakeholders, including Ministries of Finance, Cabinet, Parliament, Chambers of Commerce and the private sector, academia, CSOs, media and the public. International agencies and donors can also play a role. A country-driven approach based on evidence and a clear vision of needs and trade-offs underpins a sound tax policy. But political constraints, governance challenges, special interests and differences of views between key stakeholders frequently are in the way. The MTRS process would provide a mechanism to bring stakeholders together in a structured decision making process.   Questions for discussion:What can the MTRS contribute to tax policy setting and implementation? How does this vary based on country circumstances?What role should the Ministry of Finance play in redesigning tax policy through MTRSs relative to other ministries and the Cabinet? What is the experience with tax committees? What should be the interaction between Ministry of Finance and the Revenue Administration? What is the role of the tax policy unit?How can non-government tax stakeholders contribute to improved tax policy through the MTRS?How does legal drafting fit into the process—for instance, should drafting be done by a committee with different stakeholders? How does the MTRS need to be structured to support effective tax policy, including regarding the political process in countries?What are capacity needs for tax policy?What are the risks involved in redesigning tax policy through an MTRS, and how can they be mitigated?



• Meeting revenue needs depends on taxpayers’ compliance -
efficient and effective revenue agencies are crucial 

• Diagnosis across three levels: 
– levels/rates of taxpayers’ compliance with main taxes 
– institutional management and governance arrangements against 

good international practice and trends
– management and performance of core revenue administration 

functions against international benchmarks and trends

• Without a well-organized reform management process, 
institutional reforms are more difficult to achieve
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B. Reform of revenue administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meeting revenue needs will depend on ensuring taxpayers’ compliance; and efficient and effective revenue agencies are crucial to this. A robust legal framework of substantive laws setting the taxes and the procedural ones establishing the revenue agencies’ powers and taxpayers’ rights is also crucial to enable fair and effective administration of the tax system. (Policy aspects of the legal framework will be discussed in policy session 2).This session will discuss in particular the need for and approach to diagnosing the status of a revenue agency. A three-fold diagnostic of revenue agencies is needed:Levels/rates of taxpayers’ compliance with main taxes.Institutional management and governance arrangements against good international practice and trends.Management and performance of core revenue administration functions against international benchmarks and trends.And options for formulating reform strategies to improve its institutional set up and effectiveness in conducting its operations.Full adoption of self-assessment, greater autonomy and accountability of agencies, a shift to digital revenue administration, full automation of processes, securing professionalization and integrity.The need and approach to set up reform management arrangements will be also highlighted; without a well-organized reform management process, institutional reforms are more difficult to achieve in full potential. The enabling legal framework will be also debated, looking in particular at the administrative side, as unreformed legal set up could become a significant impediment to reform.  Questions for discussion: When and why is reform of revenue agencies needed?How can an MTRS better support it?Who should lead the process? And who should be involved?How can countries ensure that reform is embraced across the revenue agency and by all other stakeholders (including other elements of government)?What does experience show to be key elements are needed for successful reform of a revenue agency?What are major impediments to reform of a revenue agency?How can the efforts of donors and providers best be coordinated?For today, this focuses on tax administration, not customs administration 
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Reform of revenue administration
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Presentation Notes
Meeting revenue needs will depend on ensuring taxpayers’ compliance; and efficient and effective revenue agencies are crucial to this. A robust legal framework of substantive laws setting the taxes and the procedural ones establishing the revenue agencies’ powers and taxpayers’ rights is also crucial to enable fair and effective administration of the tax system. (Policy aspects of the legal framework will be discussed in policy session 2).This session will discuss in particular the need for and approach to diagnosing the status of a revenue agency. A three-fold diagnostic of revenue agencies is needed:Levels/rates of taxpayers’ compliance with main taxes.Institutional management and governance arrangements against good international practice and trends.Management and performance of core revenue administration functions against international benchmarks and trends.And options for formulating reform strategies to improve its institutional set up and effectiveness in conducting its operations.Full adoption of self-assessment, greater autonomy and accountability of agencies, a shift to digital revenue administration, full automation of processes, securing professionalization and integrity.The need and approach to set up reform management arrangements will be also highlighted; without a well-organized reform management process, institutional reforms are more difficult to achieve in full potential. The enabling legal framework will be also debated, looking in particular at the administrative side, as unreformed legal set up could become a significant impediment to reform.  Questions for discussion: When and why is reform of revenue agencies needed?How can an MTRS better support it?Who should lead the process? And who should be involved?How can countries ensure that reform is embraced across the revenue agency and by all other stakeholders (including other elements of government)?What does experience show to be key elements are needed for successful reform of a revenue agency?What are major impediments to reform of a revenue agency?How can the efforts of donors and providers best be coordinated?



• A robust and enabling legal framework is needed to support 
policy and administrative improvements:
– substantive laws setting the taxes 
– procedural laws establishing the revenue agencies’ powers and 

taxpayers’ rights is also crucial to enable fair and effective 
administration of the tax system

• Sequencing of all reforms is vital, given the usual lengthy 
timelines to amend or pass new legislation 

• An unreformed legal set up could become a significant 
impediment to broader reforms
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C. Reform of legal framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meeting revenue needs will depend on ensuring taxpayers’ compliance; and efficient and effective revenue agencies are crucial to this. A robust legal framework of substantive laws setting the taxes and the procedural ones establishing the revenue agencies’ powers and taxpayers’ rights is also crucial to enable fair and effective administration of the tax system. (Policy aspects of the legal framework will be discussed in policy session 2).This session will discuss in particular the need for and approach to diagnosing the status of a revenue agency. A three-fold diagnostic of revenue agencies is needed:Levels/rates of taxpayers’ compliance with main taxes.Institutional management and governance arrangements against good international practice and trends.Management and performance of core revenue administration functions against international benchmarks and trends.And options for formulating reform strategies to improve its institutional set up and effectiveness in conducting its operations.Full adoption of self-assessment, greater autonomy and accountability of agencies, a shift to digital revenue administration, full automation of processes, securing professionalization and integrity.The need and approach to set up reform management arrangements will be also highlighted; without a well-organized reform management process, institutional reforms are more difficult to achieve in full potential. The enabling legal framework will be also debated, looking in particular at the administrative side, as unreformed legal set up could become a significant impediment to reform.  Questions for discussion: When and why is reform of revenue agencies needed?How can an MTRS better support it?Who should lead the process? And who should be involved?How can countries ensure that reform is embraced across the revenue agency and by all other stakeholders (including other elements of government)?What does experience show to be key elements are needed for successful reform of a revenue agency?What are major impediments to reform of a revenue agency?How can the efforts of donors and providers best be coordinated?



3. Country’s commitment to implementation 
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• Strong when urgencies arise; diverse motivations –quick fix too 
often

• Governments must lead the tax system reform –a country-
owned objective at highest level of government

• Most success factors depend on government decisions –
strategy aims, governance, teams, political support, timeframe 
of effort, reform management process, communication, 
institutionalization, monitoring and accountability
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3. Country commitment
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A country’s commitment to a steady and sustained implementation, notably by securing political support and resourcing.Political commitmentGovernance arrangements it puts in place Funding what elements it can under the MTRS Leading communication and stakeholder engagement 



4. Secured financing and external support 
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• TA to help formulate and implement MTRS is crucial
• MTRS framework helps coordinate capacity development with 

government in the lead
• Designate a lead TA provider
• All support provided and received under MTRS umbrella
• A formal agreement with donors/partner (e.g. MOU)
• Embracing the above coordinating approach is an important 

distinctive feature of the MTRS 
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4. Finance and external support
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Presentation Notes
Why are international organizations so enthusiastic about the MTRS?An MTRS will help align and coordinate external support under the umbrella of a government-led tax systemreform effort. This contrasts with the situation—not universal, but still too common—in which CD partners providetheir support on a bilateral and fragmented basis, not based on a clear ‘big picture’ of tax system reform andproper sequencing of support.



Practical tips
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Involve all stakeholders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Helps align stakeholders to a tax system reform Helps align all affected parts of government It is beyond a tax technical dialogue – political economy, governance, donors…  Implementation should forge greater support  



Undertake gap analysis of ongoing reform 
efforts vis-à-vis an MTRS
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I. Setting a revenue mobilization target to finance needed public expenditures
 Revenue target (match with expenditure needs). 
 Consultation.
 Other objectives.

II. Designing a comprehensive set of tax system reforms to achieve the revenue 
goals
 Reform components. 
 Specify revenue-raising initiatives. 
 Quantification.
 Transformational initiatives.
 Good practices.

III. Committing steady and sustained political support and reform management
 Multi-year effort
 Whole-of-government approach.
 Resources (3-4).
 Reform governance.

IV. Securing adequate resourcing to support the implementation
 Donors support / Aligned support. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brings current pieces of reform together Builds on any prior diagnostics Unify and enhance ongoing fragmented reformsGaps identified in MTRS approach shed light on weaknesses in current efforts Closing gaps enhances reform efforts 



Be disciplined- revenue needs driven by 
spending needs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demands discipline of calculations and precision in calculations of revenue raising measures 
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From concept to concrete measures

• Concrete roadmap
– Realistic & evidence-based
– Policy & administration
– Reform implementation

• Criteria to assess revenue 
raising options
– Effective
– Efficient
– Equitable
– Easy to administer/comply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everything must be able to be measured Balanced – short term actions that do not compromise medium term strategy



Risks

• High expectations – ultimately decisions lay on 
government lead ad they have to implement 

• Inflation of the concept – not every revenue reform is 
or needs to be an MTRS 

• Inability to review, refocus and recalibrate during 
implementation – things will not go to plan 

• Supply driven technical assistance may linger
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be precise in calculations of revenue raising measures Demand discipline of calculationsTry to hardwire support – eg into a MDTF?  Reduce bilateral aid approaches 



Thank You
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